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Abstract 

We consider the problem of common due-date to of 
simultaneously available jobs and sequencing them on a that 
a number of the jobs are tardy. The 
optimal combination of the common due-date and job sequence that minimizes 
the total absolute lateness. A simple to achieve this. 
Effectively three independent procedures : one to the nnT,nn<>1 

sequence; a second to the optimal due date and a third to 
formula for the associated minimum nan""'T" 

1 . Introduction 

A great deal of research has been directed 
where the is the minimizing of 

both tardiness and earliness. Surveys by and 
Scudder (1990) attest to the volume of this roco:::lI"f"'h 

interest in the area shows no of rl,rn,,.,,,,,lhl 

research relates to the problem of completing all jobs in 
possible to a common due-date: due no doubt to the widespread 
philosophy of 'just-in-time' (JIT) customer service in industry. The seminal work 
for the common due-date problem is due to Kanet (1981 ) f and as outlined below 
his work has been developed and extended by number of authors. It is the 
purpose of this paper to present and solve a new variation of the common 
due-date problem. 

For a given number of tardy jobs, we give independent procedures for 
finding (a) a permutation sequence of the jobs which is optimal with respect to 
total absolute lateness in relation to a common due date; (b) the optimal 
common due date without finding the corresponding sequence, and (c) an 
explicit formula for the optimal total absolute lateness without finding the 
associated optimal permutation sequence or the optimal common due date. 

In Kanet's original work, the number of tardy jobs and the number of early 
jobs are approximately equal and the optimal due date is located at about the 
centre of the makespan of the job set. Later studies provide for differential 
weighting of early and tardy jobs, and, as a result the optimal common due date 
can vary greatly. The actual number of tardy jobs in the optimal sequence then 
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follows as consequence of these weights. However, a due date for a batch 
of may need to be set so that a number of the are completed 
by that date. For this could occur if the client's or the manufacturer's 
storage facilities are limited, or, if there is a for a particular nrrH"\r\rTIAn 

of batch a common due date. In this paper, we 1"1,-,-.\/1""" 

the scheduler with the opportunity to nominate any number of and in 
this context be provided with the corresponding optimal sequence, optimal due 
date or optimal combination of three. This the 
scheduler and OV"''''''',"'"\! 

the consequences. 

2. Previous Work 

Kanet (1 1) an O(n for an nnTln,.,,,,,1 

sequence for the total absolute problem and then computes 
the common due date. The sequence is obtained before the 
common date calculated. Kanet's work been extended in 

number 
that are monotonous with ""'<'rHH"'T 

and (1992) the 

p n, and where 
date; so that the total penalty 

functions. 
Seidmann 

An effect of these extensions of Kanet's result is to an 
optimal common due date that often not near the centre of the of 
the job sequence. The reality that the earliness of jobs and the tardiness of 
jobs are not always of equal to the scheduler, when a common due 
date for a batch of is desired. In previous research, weighting factors are 
attached to early and tardy measures to take account of their relative 
importance. This action effectively results in the specification of a particular 
number of tardy (or early) In this paper, we approach the problem directly 
by allowing the scheduler to experiment with the specification of the number of 
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tardy jobs and to find the consequent penalties. 

A novelty in the results obtained here is the independent formulation of 
each factor of interest: the optimal schedule; the associated optimal due date; 
and, the associated optimal penalty. The scheduler can adopt a 'what if' 
approach and determine the results for each of a variety of numbers of tardy 

For example, if the scheduler applies Kanet's algorithm, then a common 
date is obtained which makes about half of the jobs tardy. What are the 
consequences of reducing the number of tardy jobs by one or two? How will 
this affect the size of the penalty, or the optimal due date, or the composition 
of the optimal schedule? Each of these questions can be pursued quickly and 
independently using the results of this paper. 

3. The Problem 

Consider a set of n jobs with given integer times t 1 , t2 ' ... tn' 
For any job in position j in a particular sequence, we define its earliness Ej and 
its tardiness Tj by 

Ej = max{d - O} and Tj max{Cj - d, O} 

respectively, where d is the common due date and Cj is the completion time of 
the job in position j in the particular sequence. 

The total absolute lateness of a set of jobs in particular sequence is defined as 

n n 

Labs (ej - d) L (0 + 7]) 
j=l j=l 

We remark that for any job in position j in a particular sequence, at most one of 
the measures Ej and Tj will be non-zero. In addition, at most one job j will 
exactly on time, that is, Ej = Tj = O. 

Let nt be the given number of tardy jobs and define m = max{n tr n - nt 1}; 
and P as the total absolute lateness for the given number of tardy jobs with 
respect to an sequence of jobs and common due date d. We note that 
m is the larger of the number of tardy jobs and the number of strictly early jobs. 

The problem to be addressed can be stated as 
GIVEN: 

i) a set of n jobs with specified integer processing times to be 
processed on a single machine; and 

ii) a prescribed number (n t ) of them to be tardy. 
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FIND: 

then 

a} A sequence of the jobs which will minimize the total absolute 
lateness of the set with respect to an optimal common due date, 

b) 

c) 

(which can be found once the sequence constructed). 

optimal common due date without ne~:-:e~;san first 
the in part (a). 

total absolute lateness without 
nOlri"r.rrYllnn the procedures in part (a) and/or part (b). 

first 

related and 
will be referred to "the 

identical to the statement made above with 
statement, n':lrnC"\I" 

"and iii) OV'~f'TII\I on time". 

4. The 

4.1 ex,'!ct'lv on time). 

(a) 

in sequence, the fourth 
and ties where are of 

the conditions described below 

Consider two First, where the number of 
greater than the number of That is, suppose m = nt and 
n ;r: 2m + 1. In this continue the above until n m have 
been of the sequence and the same number of 

",,,,,nnQrt to the end of the sequence. the 
nr,.\,.'Cl,,,,,'''Ir,f'1 time (SPT) order. 

On the other hand, if m ;r: nt or n = 2m + 1, then continue the 
until n - m have been to the beginning of the sequence and 
n - m -1 jobs have been assigned to the end of the sequence. Assign the 
remaining jobs{ if any, in LPT order. 
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In either case, the resulting IS optimal with respect to total 
absolute lateness in relation to the (optimal) common due date d, which is given 
independently in the next 

(b) The £'on.+ ..... ,...-:>. due date. 

We write down the optimal due date for the of jobs with respect 
to total absolute given number of This result is 
independent of the section in the sense that the date can be calculated 
by the formula without first the optimal sequence. The proof is given 
in Section 5. 

First, sequence the in LPT order. Then 

(c) The nnlrlIfTl0>. r"an::.ITU 

We state the optimal total absolute lateness P 'for the 
and the prescribed number of tardy The expression is 'nrior"::H1ri(.~nT 
previous two sections and is given by the following: 

First sequence the jobs in LPT order. Then 

p (r-1 ) + rt2r + A 

where, A (m-r)tn _r , if n s 2m 

0, otherwise. 

The proof is given in Section 5. 

4.2 Results for the unrestricted nl'rlh!.at'YI 

In this section we consider the results where the due-date is not restricted 
to a completion time. 

• If m ;t: nt or n = 2nt + 1 or n = 2nt, then 

a) the optimal sequence, and 

b) the optimal due date, and 

c) the optimal penalty are the same as for the restricted problem. 
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If m 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d t1 - t2 - ... - t n-nt-1 

d - t1 - t2 - . 

d 

(=0) 

+ t n-nt + 1 - d 

t1 + t2 -+- .••• .••......• ...... •••• + t n -

then 

sequence for 

(1 ) 



ta) he optimal sequence. 

We consider three cases. In case , m nt and n 
has n 2m + 1 and in case 3, m n - n t - 1 

1. (where m nt and n :;t! 2m + 

vertically, we obtain 

- n + 1 

+ (n t 1 }tn-nt+2 + 
+ [(n - + .. + 2 t n-1 + 

nld. 

Now from (1 L we d in the last 
",,!'",nr-ot;:,C"lr.rI times and on t;:,lnf"lnl.tlr'Oltinn the noY,,,,,,-,, 

[(n 

+.. + (n nt + 1 

+ 

directions, and 
(2), so that t 1, 

1 )t2n-2nt + 1] 

2m + . Case 

of 

onr>",rnh"'l'".nrt that m = ntt we see that equation (3) indicates that n m 
have been to the beginning of the sequence and n m have 

'ClC'<:.r,n<=", to the end of the sequence and the remaining jobs, if any, have been 
in between in SPT order in the way described in part (a). 

In the case when n = 2n1' the term -( 2n t-n)d is zero and the 
second term in square brackets in equation (3) contains no elements. This case 
is covered in Kanet's origina! result. 
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Case 2. (where n 2m 1 ) 

In this situation, n is odd and m 
to the number of 

and 
note that 

p + 1 + 

+ + + tn-1 + tnJ + 
From (1) d t1 + + + + we can r£:'-\nlt'ITO this 

P [Ot1 + + + 

+ + 
of 

P 

which part (a) of the 

Case 3. (where m ;:t: ntt that is, m n -

Adding we note that + nt + 
that the coefficient of tnt+ 1 is - n + On 
n - m and n - m - 1 the end of the sequence we obtain 

P 

+ + ... + 

We rand",,,'o d as a sum of nrr\rp~C:I'nn times (1) and obtain 

P 

+ 

+ 
Next we use the optimizing process of the coefficients 

'H'''' .... <.:...:'rlfl time in contra order and re-Iabel these times in LPT order t 1, t 2 , 

for Pis: 

P = [Ot1 + 1 + 

+ [(n t + 1 + + 2)t2nt + 3 + ... + (n - - 1 )tn] 
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+ (5) 

Now in this case m n m Hence 

p (r-1 

where, A (m 

of 

(b) The nn1~'I'V,<>1 

are 

From part (a) 
(where the common 

(6). 

5.2 A 

case of nt 

if n 2m 

otherwise. 

the minimal total absolute lateness for a 
coincides with the of 

(3), the substitution m 
substitution also m n t " 

(6) 

number 
in the 
to be 

a maximum 
(a) show that if the 

nn1rtrYl'C>, total for 
coincide with a job 

Restricted Problem. 

difference between the 
tardy jobs zero, if n 

for the 
2nt and 

tn - r f otherwise. 

Proof 
\.JUIUI..HJoJ'U n = 2ntr Then from the remarks made at the end of case 1 of 

the proof of the restricted problem, 

Note that there is an equal number of (n t ) terms in each bracket. If we 
now reduce the number of tardy jobs by 1, then m ;t: n t - , and, on assigning 
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n - m 
sequence in the 
Hence 

P' 
+ [n t 

the sequence and n m - 1 
way, the shortest job is left and 

+ lint - 1 + ... + 
We obtain P - pI O. 

Now suppose m and n + 1. 
given by (3). The penalty for n t - 1 
by 

P' rOt, + 1t3 + .. + (n - nt + (n 
+ [(n t - 1)tn + .. + (n nt + 
+ (n - nt + 
+ [(n - nt (n +. + 

Then P - pI tn -, o . 

in between. 

The penalty P is 
given 

nt )tZn.2nt + 1) 

+ 1t2]. 

The where n + 1 can be proved in a way similar to the case 
where n 2m (= 

The where m r= nt can be established using similar argument to the 
above and 

P - o 

Thus IP o if n = 2nt 

and I P - tn - r f otherwise. 

For a given set of jobs the optimal penalty P is monotone with 
respect to the number of tardy jobs for 0 nt s r 0'5n 1 and monotone 
increasing for r 0'5n 1 nt s n, where r x 1 is defined as the smallest integer 
greater than x. 

5.3 Proof of results for the unrestricted nl'rlhl,ol'Y'l 

In this section, we consider how the results for the restricted problem 
need to be modified when the common due date is not limited to a job 
completion time. The case where n = 2nt + 1 and where n is covered 
by Kanet's work and procedures (a), (b) and (c) for the restricted problem 
remain optimal for the problem addressed by Kanet. 

We next employ an argument used by Cheng (1987) in relation to Kanet's 
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worK 10 snow Inal Ine opllmal aue aale TOr Ine UnreSTriClea proDlem Will 

coincide with or be within an arbitrarily small difference of a job completion time. 

Let d f be any arbitrarily chosen common due date which does not coincide 
with any of the job completion times (i.e. CU-1] d' < Cm ' j = 1, 2, ... , nL 
where Cm is the completion time of the job in position j. 

Then d f aVln .. ~>cc'or1 in the form of Gantt chart will be as follows: 

If we shift d' to the right so that it is equal to 
change in penalty will arise 

(j - 1)y (n - j + 1)y - n -

Similarly I if we shift d I to the left so that it 
change in occurs 

(n j + 1)x (j (n 2j + 2)x. 

Since X, Y and n > 0, it follows that 

o if n/2 + 
and 

o if n/2 + 1. 

then the following 

then the following 

Thus for any given d' we can shift it to the left or to the 
on its value so that a reduced or equally good value can be achieved. 
Consequently the optimal due date must be equal to one of the job completion 
times; or be arbitrarily close to it to preserve the number of tardy 

This means that the optimal sequences for the restricted 
problem are also optimal for the unrestricted problem but it remains to associate 
a specified number of tardy jobs in the unrestricted problem with the appropriate 
optimal sequence from the restricted problem. That we must ascertain 
whether an optimal sequence for the restricted problem with nt is also an 
optimal sequence for the unrestricted problem with the same number of tardy 
jobs. 

Suppose d is optimal, then d C[s] where s is determined by the specified 
number of tardy jobs and by whether m = nt • Suppose m = nv then s will have 
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and any due dates which preserve 
will shift to the so as to coincide or 

nearly coincide with time. sequences for the 
restricted with different numbers of tardy jobs are the 
only candidates for the sequence for the unrestricted problem with nt 

tardy sequences illustrated in The sequence relevant 
to the unrestricted sequence with nt determined in what follows. 

> 

relevant 
optimal sequence 

d (i) d due date for the 
with n t 

(iii) (optimal due date 
for the restricted 

(ii) ~ (optimal due date for the 
restricted with 
n t -1 jobs) 

.. ,'"-1'-'<:; ..... ,c;;''' for restricted nY'lhl,o.fYl with m nt' (ii) 

2 

The first sequence is illustrated in part (i) of 
sequence for restricted with n t 

shift due date to the 
number of 
first late 
is given 

and 

version. 

P1 

1 } 

o and so P1 S P. The second sequence is 
The number of jobs can be 

sequence for the restricted with nt - 1 
due date the left of the date for this 

date is moved as far as (while still 
it has a value one unit less than the due date for 



tardy jobs. The resultant penalty is given by 

where we have used the result of the corollary to the restricted problem to give 
the difference between the optimal penalties for sequences with nt and n t 1 
tardy We next compare the relative sizes of P1 and 

Upon simplification, we obtain 

Pl -

after noting that tn is the smallest of the 2nt - n numbers tnl , ... I t 2n-2nt+ 1 

which lie in SPT order in the associated optimal sequence for the restricted 
problem. Note that when these numbers all have the value, P1 P2. 

Thus P2 P1 P. The only other (illustrated in part (iii) of 
2) is to take the optimal sequence in the restricted n.-r~hl,orY'\ for nt + 1 

and move the due date to the right until there jobs. But 
the associated penalty then can be no less than PI which penalty 
for the restricted problem. 

Hence when m n t in the unrestricted easel to form the 
optimal sequence for nt tardy jobs for the restricted and select a 
common date one unit less than the associated date for this 
restricted case The associated optimal penalty for the unrestricted case is 
which is equal to the optimal penalty for the restricted case with n t - 1 tardy jobs 
plus the number 2nt - n. 

On the other hand, suppose m nt. consider the same 
sequences illustrated in 2. In this case, nt is small and so swill 
have a value satisfying s n/2 + . As a consequence, arbitrary due dates 
which preserve the number of tardy will shift to the left for 
optimality to coincide with the exact completion of n Thus s = n nt 

and the relevant optimal sequence is that for the restricted with nt tardy 
jobs (see part (i) of Figure 2). Note from part (ii) of that the optima! 
sequence for the restricted problem involving nt - 1 tardy can be made to 
have n t tardy jobs by taking an arbitrary due date to the left of the optimal due 
date for the restricted version and shifting it further to the left to coincide with 
the nearest job completion time. However, this action does not result in any 
improvement in the penalty for the restricted version with nt tardy jobs than that 
already achieved. An argument similar to that which established P2 :::.:; P1 earlier 
using the corollary to the restricted problem can be used to establish this fact. 
The third possibility involves the optimal sequence for the restricted problem 
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(1992) show that for 
the ,..,nTln-.",1 a function of 
shows 

k 1)/2J n odd 

+ 1J for some 0 f 1 f if n 

completion time for the in position i in sequence and 
time of the job in position n/2 + 1. In the notation 
translates to 

k* n = 2m + 1 

1J for some 0 ~ f 1 f if n 

where is the 

+ 1J is the 
this paper this result 

In the situation where we require the 
job sequence, having a specified number of 

due date for a given optimal 
the result is 
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l..[n-ml f TOr m ;r: nt or n Lm + I 

C[n-m-1] - 1 for m 2m + 1 and n ;t: 2n t . (7) 

In this paper, we have shown directly that the optimal common due date 
for the optimal sequence having a number of jobs also a simple 
function of the number of jobs; and is given in part (b) of the Results section; 
and, equivalently by equation (7) once the optimal sequence is used 

The corollary to the restricted problem allows the 
for any feasible number of once the 

number of tardy jobs in a sequence is known. For example, if we begin by 
considering zero tardy and follow the required the jobs are 

in LPT order and common date to the sum of the 
times is The optimal can also be calculated. 
The optimal penalty for successive numbers of tardy 

in the corollary until either n 
increases in accordance with the and the 
results of the unrestricted 
of the next section. 

7. A Numerical 

We present 
consists of twelve 

Data 

tj nt d 

1 11 o 1254 
2 101 1 1140 
4 03 924 
5 7 4 823 
6 71 5 734 
7 89 6 663 
8 11 662 
9 94 8 588 

10 109 9 494 
1 1 10 391 
12 111 11 282 

1 170 

of Results 

P 

6031 
5062 
3784 
3456 
3311 

11 
3313 
3460 
3790 
4324 
5072 
6043 

illustrated towards the 

to illustrate the results. The 

6 171 
1 11 

10 109 
4 103 
9 94 
5 71 

11 74 
7 89 
2 101 
3 105 

12 111 
8 114 

171 417 
283 305 
392 196 
495 93 
589 1 
660 72 
734 146 
823 235 
924 336 
029 44 

1140 552 
1254 666 

In the table above, the Data column gives the job numbers and processing 
times for the twelve jobs. The Summary of Results column gives for each 
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Next we 

589 

where the been 

In this 
- 969 
tardy 

The 

((--1 ) 

1015 + 1055 

3460. 

this sum 969. 
5062 and we can nyr\0c.or1 

In summary: 

due 

in LPT order. 

.n,-."nc.nnonT'" by 

(7-r) + (2n t n) 

date and the 
8 1 the (')n"n"",' 

each 
to 

in LPT order and 
of the job set. The 

job we nrru'c.an 

for one tardy job is then 6031 
similar way for numbers 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

11 

746 

532 

45 

n 

6031 

is 
determines the 

Each of these 
the 

Optimal 

5062 - 746 

16 - 532 

3784 328 

3456 

o 

4316 

3456 

11 

11 

4 

o 

the 

sequence and second 
runs in O(n log n) time. third determines 

time. The theoretical treatment involves 

sum of times to a total penalty in terms of 
times. A standard optimizing follows and an adjustment 

made to the resultant due date to make the results optimal. A 
numerical is to illustrate the of the 
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